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roof of the mandap itself is beautifully carved
and well deserving of study. The frieze round
the wall head is sculptured with sitting figures
in compartments (shown in XI) ; and over this
a few mouldings from which rises the deep
cornice, with two large flowered cavettos, which
reaches across to the lintels over the central
columns. The section of this and of the cor-
nice with the plan as seen from below are given
in VUL (See also the plan and sections I, U,
andlEL)
The area within the four columns is covered
by a small dome, with a frieze carved with danc-
ing figures in the compartments, and above
this, the "succeeding tiers of the dome are sculp-
tured with floral patterns (see I, II, and HI).
The roof of the space between the central area
and the entrance to the shrine differs from
that on the other three sides, being a flat
carved slab. In the east wall of the mandap,
on each side, is a gokJila or niche for images
(see HI), and in that on the south side is
a defeced Ganesa, who also figures on the
fmial above it (see XV). In the vestibule to
the shrine are also small recesses, one on each
hand (see H).
We come now to the doorway leading into
the mmandy the pediment of which is orna-
mented above with elephants and lions, and in
the central band with figures of Siva, yogis, <$?c.,
while just over the cornice are other figures in
varied postures, bnt which have suffered at the
hand of violence; the jambs have a meat pilas-
ter and three figures below, the central one
a male, with big muJtuta or cap, four-armed, and
holding up a skull; the base has a figure,
probably intended for Parvati; and the front
of the step is carved with swans, <fcc. (see XIV).
Through the door at the east end of the hall,
we descend by some nine steps into the gabJidrd
or shrine, which, is also square, measuring 13
feet 6 inches each way. It appears to have been
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 of basin to receive the water (at S on the plan I)
If this was ever used for the water from the
image, the base of it must have been nearly six
feet above the level of the present floor. But
»there is another channel from the middle of the
floor leading out through the north side into a
small cistern there, which is connected by a slab
drain with the rivulet on the north-east. The
present lihga is only a rough stone projecting
some three or four inches from a depression in
the middle of the floor, evidently a modern and
very rude contrivance.
How the shrine came to be in its present state
is a puzzle requiring some ingenuity to solve.
The interior of it shows well how carefully the
long and very compact' stones of dark-colour-
ed basalt were jointed and bedded probably
throughout their whole depth. Local tradition
says the builder was famous for his skill in this
way, and in none of his works did he require or
use any mortar. But, as is well knowi?, mortar
was not in use among the Hindus until the
Muhammadan conquest. Opposite the south
entrance are the remains of a wall with images,
behind which there has been a tank surrounded
by a wall elaborately carved; but it is now
almost filled up with debris—much of it from
the ruins of its own enclosing wall, and
fragments of sculpture *stick np through the
mud.
The wall is part of the boundary of an oblong
enclosure round the temple, entered by three
gates on the west side, with descents of a few-
steps inside each.
Like all Hindu temples of the northern style,
the outside of the building is, as it were, a
series of projecting corners, generally about*2|
feet on each face, with an ultimate front of fully
double this width on each side of the vvmand
or shrine. In the base, on each of the three
faces, is a recess or niche (P and^ ;4J[ on I),—the
south and east ones are now emp^—bat in the
north one is the t|jree-headed ^i%ttre with a
female on his lmee,~4plready mentioned. This
has been called a Mmurfy and perhaps not
altogether incorrectly, for the figure has three
heads or rather faces :—there is an old granite
trimmti in tire India House Museum, in which
Brahma has a long beard, and the other two
faces are otherwise distinguished;* and most
visitors to Elephanta have remarked the

